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EDITORIAL

Strong in applied research

Research at Munich University of Applied Sciences has devel-
oped rapidly in recent years: the number of projects and col-
laborations in applied research is constantly increasing. In order 
to ensure the quality of this work, the University’s “Centre for 
Applied Research Funding & Young Scientists” offers a central 
point of contact for professors, staff members, and partners. 
The research administrators provide support for the initiation, 
implementation, and coordination of projects in the areas of 
engineering, economics, social sciences, and design.

One particular focus of research work at Munich University of 
Applied Sciences is the support and funding of young scien-
tists. The latter are given the opportunity to prepare a doctoral 
dissertation (in cooperation with a research university). Our 
institution supports this stage in young scientists’ careers with 
a qualification programme that enables the doctoral candidates 
to enhance their profile through the acquisition of transferable 
skills. A cooperative graduate training group with TU Munich on 
the subject of building services engineering & energy efficiency 
is a further building block in the support of young scientists.

In this edition of researchNEWS, we present research projects 
that encompass the entire spectrum from EU projects as well 
as joint projects and start-up funding supported by the fed-
eral government through to purely industrial collaborations. 
Whether the aim is to model flows of people, detect atoms, or 
provide assistance services to elderly people; to develop min-
iature pressure sensors, optimise data streams on mobile tele-
phones, or investigate demographic change; to develop online 
learning platforms for the printing industry, look into the social 
consequences of climate change, or to improve the learning 
environment in classrooms – scientific research at Munich Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences is characterised by a strong practi-
cal and forward-looking orientation. We would be delighted if 
students throughout Germany soon achieve the best possible 
learning outcomes thanks to the receiving the right support.

Wishing you an inspiring read,

Prof. Christiane Fritze
Vice President of Munich University of Applied Sciences
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For their biggest-selling items, the mar-
keting bosses of a Swedish furniture 
company had to slowly start thinking 
about a different name: Billy, perhaps 
the world’s best known shelf, is chang-
ing from a conventional bookshelf 
into a modern multi-purpose shelf for 
books, CDs, and DVDs. This is because 
print and media products are chang-
ing form. This means that students 
and professionals in the field of print 
and media technology alike constantly 
have to keep their knowledge up to 
date. This is exactly where Prof. Dr 
Martin Delp with his “Mediencommu-
nity 2.0” project comes in. Delp is con-
cerned with the development and use 
of digital media in professional quali-
fications, using the example of this 
industry. The project was completed  
in October 2011.

“At www.mediencommunity.de an 
online teaching and learning portal 
is being created that is intended to 
become part of the knowledge net-
work of the print and media industry,” 
says Delp. The platform went online 
in autumn 2009. On peak days since 
then, up to 2,500 users have been 
accessing the website.

The aim is to involve media design-
ers, printers, and bookbinders, as well 
as apprentices, freelance trainers, and 
professors in the network. The aim is 
that they will expand their knowledge 
and share it with others. It is meant to 
be unimportant here whether someone

Small businesses from the print and 

media industry cannot afford to 

send their employees for training. 

For these companies, Professor 

Martin Delp is developing an online 

learning platform: Mediencommu-

nity 2.0 (Media Community 2.0)

Top training for printers
 

Prof. Dr Martin Delp

Department of Building Services Engineering, 

Paper and Packaging Technology and 

Print and Media Technology

is able to spare 30 minutes a week or 
30 days a year. “The Media Community 
is intended to enable lifelong contin-
ued vocational learning in any life situ-
ation,” explains Delp.

The content of the Web 2.0 platform 
is based on three pillars: information, 
cooperation, and qualification. Accord-
ingly, users can choose from the areas 
of  “Knowledge & Reference”, “Network-
ing & Participation”, and “Learning & 
Teaching”.

Anyone who wants to learn via an 
internet platform requires discipline 
and must be able to organise them-
selves. Delp and the Media Commu-
nity team therefore emphasise the 
importance of tutorial support. Small, 
manageable lessons and tests, with 
which students can check their level 
of knowledge on a weekly basis, are 
intended to make sure that users stick 
at it. The students also provide each 
other with mutual motivation. They 
exchange experiences in forums and 
have already set up apprentice learn-
ing groups. They are also creating wikis 
for exam preparation. Learning in the 
Media Community also does not have 
to be anonymous: Delp’s staff member 
Henrike Hamelmann, for example, 
has developed a module for project 
management in media production and 
appears to users via a webcam. “Young 
users are familiar with this from  
Skype,” she says. “They therefore take 
to it well.”

Prof. Martin Delp explains the 

interactive use of the online teaching 

and learning modules

Gaining practical experience 

in printing plants as part of a 

student project

l   researchNEWS
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managers who are cautious, and first 
of all want to gather experience with 
new, digital forms of learning. 

Overall, nearly 15 theses have emerged 
from the project. Prof. Delp and the 
team recently took the step out of the 
research and learning environment 
into practice: the Media Community 
is now also available to private compa-
nies that make a contribution toward 
expenses. The researchers hope that 
the support from the Committee will 
make the sceptics think again. They 
have also already had good experience 
with vocational training centres.

The project is sponsored by the Federal 
Ministry of Education and Research 
and the European Social Fund of the 
European Union. In addition to the 
concrete benefits for continuing edu-
cation in print and media technology, 
the experiences with the community 
are also intended to contribute to a 
culture of lifelong learning. This is 
because it is not only this industry that 
is undergoing change; employees in 
many other industries are also hav-
ing to come to terms with constantly 
changing requirements. Web 2.0 
should help ensure that no-one slips 
through the net. Christiane Pütter | 2011

Project partners

n Beuth University of Applied Sciences  

 Berlin

n Zentral-Fachausschuss Berufsbildung  

 Druck und Medien (Central Specialist 

 Committee for Vocational Training in 

 Print and Media), Kassel

n MMB Institute for Media and  

 Competence Research, Berlin

Project management

Project Management Agency – part of 

the German Aerospace Center, new media 

in education/university research

Funding programme

New media in vocational training

Sponsored by

n Federal Ministry of Education 

 and Research

n European Social Fund of the 

 European Union

In the Print and Media Technology  

Laboratory, Prof. Delp and his colleague 

Henrike Hamelmann work on the  

online training platform

The makers of the Media Community 
come from a wide range of disciplines. 
Delp is an engineer; Hamelmann is a 
media economist and has a master’s 
in E-Learning. Media IT specialists, as 
well as educators and psychologists, are 
also part of the team. In this project, 
Munich University of Applied Sciences 
is cooperating with Beuth University of 
Applied Sciences in Berlin, the Institute 
for Media and Competence Research in 
Berlin and Essen, as well as the Central 
Specialist Committee for Vocational 
Training in Print and Media (Zentral-
Fachausschuss Berufsbildung Druck 
und Medien), based in Kassel. It is the 
latter that is currently supporting the 
Media Community in practice. This is 
because, in this industry, vocational 
training is not run via the chambers of 
industry and commerce, but rather via 
the Committee.

The Media Community needs the Com-
mittee, above all, to spread the word. 
The Committee has contacts with com-
panies and they have their own struc-
tures. “The print and media industry 
is characterised by small businesses,” 
explains Delp. Eighty-three per cent of 
companies have fewer than 20 employ-
ees. Furthermore, the 35-hour week still 
applies in this industry. This means 
that time for further training during 
working hours is scarce. This is where 
the Media Community aims to come 
in, as users can access the materials 
from home, if they have time. In some 
cases, there will doubtless also be

researchNEWS   l
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The computer as lifesaver

Prof. Dr Gerta Köster

Department of Computer Science and Mathematics

empty or occupied – occupied by 
people, obstacles, or targets. The status 
of each cell is constantly and automati-
cally updated by rules.

The industrial partner and one of the 
sponsors of the project at Munich Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences is Siemens, 
which is where Köster worked before 
joining the university. At the technol-
ogy group, she developed a simulator 
together with ten colleagues. This 
simulates and visualises the walking 
behaviour of several tens of thousands 
of people moving at the same time.
The researcher from the field of sci-
entific computing therefore works in 
the area between mathematics and IT. 
Her interdisciplinary work also incor-
porates another completely different 
field, however, that of sociology. From 
the sociologist Annette Spellerberg, 
Gerta Köster knows that crowds of 
people function according to groups of 
reference people. The professor at the 
University of Kaiserslautern – which 
is also participating in the REPKA pro-
ject – specialised in urban sociology. 
Annette Spellerberg has the following 
to say on the subject of behaviour in 
emergency situations: “Families die 
toghether or survive together.” It there-
fore makes no sense to consider crowds 
simply as a collection of individuals. 

“What is new about this project is that 
we are simulating people in groups,” 
explains Köster. “According to the pre-
vious best available technology, only 
individual people were ever 

Professor Gerta Köster simulates 

and models the behaviour of people 

in crowds. Her work in the specialist 

field of scientific computing is part 

of a project to improve the planning 

of regional evacuation measures.

Whether at a football match, music 
festival, or simply strolling through 
a pedestrian zone – what is fun for 
one person presents challenges for 
another. Emergency workers, for 
example, must know how they can 
evacuate public areas quickly and 
safely. This is the question that Dr 
Gerta Köster, Professor in the Depart-
ment of Computer Science and Math-
ematics, addresses in her research. The 
object of her investigation is the Fritz-
Walter stadium in Kaiserslautern. The 
football stadium on the Betzenberg 
hill holds approximately 50,000 peo-
ple and is located in the middle of a 
densely populated residential area.

Köster’s work is part of the REPKA 
project, which stands for “Regional 
Evacuation – Planning, Control, and 
Adaptation”. REPKA is sponsored by 
the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research. The project is one of a total 
of 17 different research projects falling 
under the heading “Research for Civil 
Security – Rescue and Protection of 
People”. REPKA is concentrating on the 
question of what will happen if a large 
amount of people have left a building 
and then have to be taken to safety.

One of the basic issues in such sce-
narios is the behaviour of people in 
groups. Köster is developing math-
ematical models for the simulation 
of group movements. The basis of 
her work is the “cellular finite state 
machine”. In this, a grid divides the 
space into cells, which are either

Prof. Dr Gerta Köster simulates 

the movement of groups

Outline representation of 

movements of people in the 

model of a cellular machine
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considered.” She is now continuing her 
group models on the Siemens simula-
tor. In this, people’s characteristics 
such as age and gender are individually 
simulated via the resulting walking 
speed. The new model is intended to 
demonstrate how people walk along-
side one another – because they are 
talking amongst themselves – and how 
small groups attempt to stay together. 
Crowds of people normally divide up 
into pairs or groups of three or four, 
football fans are no different in this 
regard to concert-goers or pedestrians 
in a city centre.

As a basic rule, the larger the crowd of 
people, the slower it will move. This 
effect is intensified by the presence of 
groups within the crowd. It becomes 
dangerous when the crowd is com-
pressed when faced with obstacles or 
narrow places. In the worst case, indi-
viduals could be trampled to death by 
the crowd or crushed until they suffo-
cate. Through simulations on the com-
puter, the aim is to identify congestion 
hazards and dangerous compressions.

The scientist already has ideas for a 
follow-up project in which, due to the 
complexity of the topic, she would 
also like to involve psychologists, for 
example. But first of all, it was the area 
around the football stadium on the 
Betzenberg hill that was under con-
sideration. The project at Munich Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences ran until 
spring 2012. Two staff members worked 
on the project, one computer science

specialist and one mathematician. In 
addition, two undergraduate disserta-
tions have already emerged from the 
project.

The results of Professor Köster’s 
research into the behaviour of groups 
will be incorporated into Siemens’ 
work. The simulator developed there is 
then intended to support the concrete 
work of emergency workers when ma-
king decisions. Police officers and fire-
fighters in the city of Kaiserslautern, 
who are also participating in the REPKA 
project, subject the simulator to a prac-
tical test. This means they examine the 
user-friendliness and suitability for 
everyday use from the perspective of 
the user.

For training purposes, REPKA includes 
planning games in the form of virtual 
evacuation exercises. Helpers should 
run through scenarios on the com-
puter and be better prepared for all 
dangerous situations – be they attacks, 
accidents, or natural disasters. So that 
people stay safe while having fun.
Christiane Pütter | 2011

Project partners

n Siemens Corporate Technology,  

 Munich (client)

n University of Kaiserslautern

n Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated  

 Circuits, Nuremberg

n IT2media GmbH and Co. KG, Nuremberg

n Technische Universität München

Project management

VDI-Technologiezentrum GmbH, security 

Funding programme

Rescue and Protection of People

Sponsored by

Federal Ministry of Education and 

Research

Prof. Köster and her staff member 

Michael Seitz discuss the theory of

patterns of movement
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Silicon crystal on which the

 measurements are performed

Prof. Hans-Christian Alt cools 

the samples for measurement

 using liquid nitrogen

His small office is somewhat hidden 
away in the main building of the uni-
versity and is reminiscent of a classic 
study in which one can really lose one-
self in thought without disruption. On 
the desk in Prof. Dr Hans-Christian Alt’s 
office, there is a small, cone-shaped 
pyramid. The shimmering black/silver 
cone is made of silicon. Alt uses it as 
a paperweight yet, at the same time, 
it reveals much about the physicist’s 
work. The research of the solid-state 
physicist from the Department of 
Applied Sciences and Mechatronics 
revolves around the topic of “semicon-
ductors”.

Alt and his team are researching into 
how the chemical composition of semi-
conductor materials such as silicon can 
be precisely characterised for the pur-
poses of industrial applications. Silicon 
in particular plays an important role in 
microelectronics. It is used, for exam-
ple, in computer chips, data memories, 
and transistors. However, electronic 
components do not generally require 
pure silicon as a basic material. For this 
reason, the material is doped, which 
means introducing foreign atoms, such 
as boron, phosphorus, oxygen or even 
nitrogen, into the silicon crystal lattice.
In order to be able to determine exactly 
which and how many atoms are pre-
sent in the silicon crystal lattice after 
its production, Hans-Christian Alt 
and his team have employed Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR 
method), perfected through their own 
developments. In a Fourier transform, 

Professor Hans-Christian Alt’s team 

is using light to analyse the chemical 

composition of semiconductor 

materials such as silicon or gallium 

arsenide. The findings help with the 

manufacture and use of electronic 

components.

Detecting atoms

Prof. Dr Hans-Christian Alt

Department of Applied Sciences and Mechatronics

the oscillations of waves – in this case 
light waves – are broken down into 
their constituent parts and analysed. 
Before this, these light waves were 
impacted on a sample and in doing so 
were altered.

Using the FTIR method, the research-
ers first wanted to know how many 
oxygen atoms are embedded in the 
crystal lattice. “There is usually about 
one oxygen atom for every 100,000 
silicon atoms. For certain electronic 
circuits, oxygen is introduced into the 
silicon lattice,” explains Alt.
Alt’s physicists use the light, or more 
precisely just the infrared part of light 
which is not visible to the human eye, 
to find out which atoms are embedded 
in the crystal lattice, other than silicon. 
“If infrared light impinges upon oxy-
gen atoms, for example, the oxygen 
atoms begin to oscillate at a certain 
frequency, their electrons absorb the 
light and the matching wavelengths,” 
explains Alt. After the infrared light 
has penetrated through the silicon 
sample, the researchers can see some 
black marks in the wavelength spec-
trum. “At these points, the oxygen 
atoms extinguished the light,” says 
Alt. “We thus know exactly how many 
atoms are present in the silicon.”

The scientists have developed the same 
method further especially for nitrogen 
molecules. Nitrogen molecules are also 
introduced into silicon in a targeted 
manner, in order to achieve certain 
properties for microelectronics. 
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Project management

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 

(German Research Foundation)

Funding programme

Individual funding

Sponsored by

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 

(German Research Foundation)

Prof. Alt and his staff member Hans Wagner 

evaluating the results of the experiment

Cryostat with silicon crystal inserted

Here, they wanted to know not only 
how many nitrogen molecules are 
embedded in the silicon crystal lattice, 
but also where and with what orien-
tation. “There is a maximum of one 
nitrogen atom for every ten million 
silicon atoms,” Alt explains. For the 
analysis, silicon samples around five 
millimetres thick and ten millimetres 
long are cooled to ten kelvins. That 
is ten degrees Celsius above absolute 
zero, which is minus 273°C. “At these 
temperatures, the natural oscillations 
of the atoms in the crystal lattice are 
virtually frozen,” says the solid-state 
physicist. In addition to this, the crys-
tal sample is also placed under high 
pressure, with a weight of around 400 
kilograms acting on the small area.

In order to find out how the nitrogen 
atoms are oriented in the sample, 
polarised light is used. This light oscil-
lates in only one direction, in contrast 
to “normal” light, which propagates in 
all conceivable directions. The physi-
cists now rotate the sample in three 
different positions. “Depending on 
their orientation in the cube-shaped 
lattice, the nitrogen molecules either 
absorb light, or do not,” explains Alt. 
The physicists also increase the pres-
sure while the infrared light is acting 
on the sample. By doing this, it can be 
observed how the black absorption 
lines in the spectrum shift and split. In 
conjunction with theoretical models 
for a (nitrogen) defect, the researchers 
can thus, in the best case, clarify the 
microscopic structure of the defect.

The scientists have since perfected 
and published the nitrogen analysis 
method (Physical Review B, Volume 
82, Number 11, 2010). With the com-
panies Siltronic AG in Burghausen 
and Freiberger Compound Materials 
in Freiberg, Saxony, the team also has 
major, world-leading partners from 
the private sector on board. Freiberger 
Compound Materials is now involved 
above all in a follow-up project, which 
is also being sponsored by the Ger-
man Research Foundation (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft): The physi-
cists want to investigate carbon-oxygen 
and boron-oxygen complexes embed-
ded in the semiconductor material 
gallium arsenide. “It is not currently 
known what interactions exist between 
these light foreign atoms and gallium 
arsenide,” says Alt. In a similar way to 
nitrogen atoms in silicon, the carbon, 
oxygen, and boron atoms are embed-
ded, partly intentionally but also partly 
unknowingly, in the gallium arsenide 
starting melt. “Firstly, we want to 
improve gallium arsenide as a starting 
material for the electronics industry 
and expand its range of applications,” 
says Hans-Christian Alt. “Ultimately, 
however, with the help of infrared Fou-
rier spectroscopy, the aim is to be able 
to reliably detect every form of defect 
structures in semiconductor materi-
als,” adds Alt, cradling the heavy silicon 
paperweight in front of him on his 
desk in his hands. Thorsten Naeser  | 2011
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An old lady who lives alone on the first 
floor with no lift has suffered a femoral 
neck fracture. Operation, rehabilita-
tion. Professor Pohlmann is describing 
just one conceivable situation, in which 
an older person, or indeed their son or 
daughter, needs a fast answer to the 
pressing question: “What now?” Move? 
Assisted living? A place in a home? If 
she can go to her own home, what help 
can she get there? Who pays? But the 
client has more needs than simply to 
be looked after. She might ask how she 
can get to the rehearsal sessions of her 
beloved church choir. An advisory ser-
vice has succeeded if, at the end, every-
one can say that the woman is in good 
hands. In such an urgent situation, 
however, it is often down to chance 
which service the family members 
contact. It depends whether they live 
in the country or in the city, how much 
time they have to spend, and how they 
search. Different contacts are usually 
required for different issues.

Germany is getting old; the need for 
good advice is growing. The Federal 
Ministry of Education and Research has 
therefore created the SILQUA funding 
stream – Social Innovation for Qual-
ity of Life in Old Age. Professor Stefan 
Pohlmann, 43 years young but still 
an experienced gerontologist, is very 
happy about this. For three years he 
has received subsidies for the BELiA 
project, the full name of which means 
in English “Advice on Maintaining 
Quality of Life in Old Age”. The first 
question that he and his staff members 

Anyone can call themselves a coun-

sellor. But when do counselling 

services actually increase quality of 

life, in particular for older people? 

Professor Stefan Pohlmann is inve-

stigating the situation regarding 

advisory and counselling services 

in Germany. His aim: minimum 

professional standards to ensure 

appropriate advice for older people.

  

Well advised in old age

Prof. Dr Stefan Pohlmann

Department of Applied Social Sciences

Dr Christian Leopold and Paula Hei-
necker had to ask themselves was: “Who 
are we aiming at?” There is no definitive 
definition of old, says the researcher. 
Are you old when you start getting 
your pension, when you have grey 
hair, or become a grandparent? Science 
distinguishes between the “third age” 
of “younger old people” aged from 60 
to 80 and the “fourth age” of the very 
old – the group that is growing fast-
est in terms of percentage. The former 
group are often active, healthy, and able 
to make an important contribution to 
society. They look for tips for how they 
can get involved, in order to keep some 
variety in their life. Or they want to  
provide for the future. People in need  
of care have different needs.

Unlike being a psychotherapist, for 
example, anyone can hang a sign on 
their door saying “Counsellor”, deplores 
Pohlmann. First of all, therefore, the 
BELiA project had to undertake a 
quantitative investigation to find out 
what advisory services exist. The team 
devised a comprehensive question-
naire and wrote to staff members at, for 
example, institutions for crisis inter-
vention or debt advice, and self-help 
centres for diabetes or coronary disease. 
The form clarified the exact intention 
of the project and the benefit of individ-
ual questions, making it clear that some 
things can be left unanswered. Despite 
this transparency, the questionnaire did 
take half an hour of the respondent’s 
often scarce working time. “That is the 
limit,” says Pohlmann. He is proud of

Examples of reasons for seeking advice in 

everyday life (Pohlmann et al. 2009, In: Social 

Challenges in Social Science, no. 8)

HOW?

FOR WHOM?

WHERE? WHO?

Psychosocial and 
health problem 
situations

Pressure to 
make decisions

Critical life events

Crises of orientation/
individual uncertainties

Life crossroads

Change in life 
situation

Professional/
private requirements

Advice in 
everyday life
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the high number of around 1050 
responses: “We wanted at least one 
thousand.” That is a solid founda-
tion. In addition to this, over 250 
detailed interviews have been car-
ried out with various “players”, includ-
ing elderly people and their families.

One intermediate result was a classifi-
cation of advisory services according 
to specialist criteria, duration of coun-
selling, or even type of conversation, 
whether in person or on the telephone. 
Pohlmann thus had an indispens-
able basis for his desired definition of 
a minimum standard of counselling. 
However, this study is not solely de- 
pendent on findings from the ques-
tionnaire. In the project, which ran 
until April 2012, Pohlmann also 
included visits to view the everyday 
work of advisory services: “That can 
be difficult, as the situations are sensi-
tive.” But it is necessary fo analysis of 
interactions.   

“Counselling is often effective with-
out us knowing why,” explains the 
researcher. He wants to systemati-
cally capture the positive in the spe-
cialist and social skills of good coun-
sellors. The aim: to define modules or 
“mosaic tiles” with clear criteria. The 
success of counselling should in future 
be viewed in terms of quality of life. 
That would be a new approach, includ-
ing far more than simply health issues. 
Concepts such as participation, activ-
ity, dignity, or level of self-help could 
be used as guidelines. To some extent,

Project partners

n Heidelberg University

n Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft für Alten-  

 und Angehörigenberatung e. V. (Federal 

 Working Group for Advice for Older 

 People and their Families ), Heppenheim

n Gesundheitsladen München e. V.

Project management

Arbeitsgemeinschaft industrieller For-

schungsvereinigungen “Otto von Guerike” 

(German Federation of Industrial Research 

Associations)

Funding programme

SILQUA – Social Innovation for Quality of 

Life in Old Age

Sponsored by

Federal Ministry of Education and Research

the distinction from therapy is blurred.   
In the same way that gender main-
streaming has become standard prac-
tice, consideration should in future 
also be given to older people and their 
quality of life, whether in relation to 
housing advice or social security: “It 
is a question of age mainstreaming.”

Pohlmann’s findings are being incor-
porated into the teaching in the dif-
ferent areas of the Department of 
Applied Social Sciences. “The students 
receive knowledge of data that no-one 
before has seen.” Completely new pro-
grammes, such as “Specialist Advisor 
for Older People”, could result from 
BELiA, hopes Pohlmann. The provi-
sion of specialist advisory services 
for older people could be certified, 
including part-time as an additional 
qualification. As long as it is possible to 
get sponsors on board, such new core 
competencies should also lead to fairer 
payment of social work. In any case, 
the old lady from the first floor and 
her family would then certainly have 
things much easier than today. And 
she would quite possibly also be happy 
to pay for qualified, comprehensive 
advice. Renate Winkler-Schlang | 2011

Prof. Dr Pohlmann and his staff members 

Paula Heinecker and Dr Christian Leopold 

research quality of life in old age (from right)
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The packed S-Bahn train races towards  
Munich Central Station. Like every 
morning, Daniel Weinhold is travel-
ling to his university campus. The stu-
dent stares at his smartphone, waits for 
a webpage to load, and waits and waits. 
He wants to read the news and find out 
what is happening in the world. But the 
bar in the browser just isn’t getting any 
longer.
Fast forward three years: Weinhold no 
longer puts his phone away again with 
annoyance. This is because the page is 
loading; the daily news video is run-
ning without any problems. An app on 
his phone quickly analyses the quali-
ty of the radio network here in a fast 
train on the main rail line. And the vid-
eo is not pulled up in HD quality, but in 
a lower resolution instead.
The underlying software for this is cur-
rently being developed in a research 
project entitled “MobQoS” at Munich 
University of Applied Sciences. Mob-
QoS stands for “mobile” and “Quality of 
Service”, i.e. network quality. Professors 
Dr Michael Dippold, Dr Thomas Mi-
chael, and Dr Manfred Paul have been 
working on this project since 2008 with 
a group of students and research asso-
ciates. It is a project of the laboratories 
for transmission technology and com-
puter networks, which form the core of 
the Broadband Communication Com-
petence Center at Munich University 
of Applied Sciences. A cooperative doc-
toral qualification is in its final phase 
and Weinhold, a master’s student, also 
wants to write his thesis here. 
“At the moment, we’re still doing every-
thing in the laboratory,” explains Pro-
fessor Dippold. “But our software is 

Time and again, videos on mobile 

phones get stuck, downloads are 

interrupted. Researchers at the 

Department of Electrical Enginee-

ring and Information Technology 

are developing a solution to this 

problem.

  

Potholes on the information superhighway

Prof. Dr Michael Dippold, Prof. Dr Thomas Michael, Prof. Dr Manfred Paul

Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology

already functioning very reliably.” He 
is standing in front of several comput-
ers on the third floor of the university 
building on Dachauer Straße. “Here we 
have a transmitting computer and a 
computer that processes the data pack-
ets just like in reality in actual high-
frequency waves.” An Android mobile 
phone is connected to the computer. 
The heart of the project is installed on 
this phone: the MobQoS app. It mea-
sures the emulated network quality 
and then decides whether or not it is 
feasible to stream an HD video. The 
app indicates this in a manner that 
can be understood by all using a traffic 
light system: red, amber, or green.

This is by no means a problem 
restricted to luxury products. How 
strong the mobile data network is at a 
given time is valuable information for 
the new generation of mobile employ-
ees in companies all over the world, 
e.g. when they are accessing the com-
pany network from their iPad or want 
to quickly load the desired presenta-
tion onto their tablet when visiting a 
customer, instead of having to carry 
heavy folders around. Leading analysts 
consider the business use of smart-
phones and tablet PCs to be one of the 
most important IT trends of the com-
ing years. The Federal Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research also saw potential 
in the project and provided 260,000 
euros of sponsorship for the univer-
sity-specific programme Ingenieur-
Nachwuchs. Industrial partners are 
lending the scientists technology: 
Rohde & Schwarz from Munich have 
supplied measuring technology and  

Anzeige der Netzqualität über 

Ampelfarben auf dem Testtelefon

Baris Güzelarslan steuert einen 

Testaufbau für seine Promotion 
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an agreement for the exchange of mea-
surement results has been reached 
with the IT service provider MINcom 
from Ottobrunn.
“Our greatest difficulty was modelling 
the quality of the radio channels in the 
network genuinely efficiently and ac-
curately,” explains Baris Güzelarslan, 
who played a crucial part in the devel-
opment of the software module as part 
of his doctoral thesis. In the invisible 
radio networks all around us, absolute 
traffic chaos reigns. They are more like 
a crossroads in Mumbai than the well-
ordered Munich S-Bahn network – on-
ly instead of rickshaws, SUVs, and stray 
donkeys, here it is bits and bytes that 
are zooming about all over the place. 
They collide with the glass fronts of 
high-rise buildings, with cars and trees. 
In this way, the data packets that the 
radio mast sent out first may be de-
layed or lost completely.
The user may then experience that, for 
example, the connection freezes just 
as they are holding a Skype video call 
with a customer, or the download of a 
PowerPoint presentation is interrupt-
ed. In principle MobQoS works like a 
pothole finder for the mobile informa-
tion superhighway: it analyses the da-
ta sent and, from their structure, calcu-
lates the current transmission quality 
in the radio channel. 

But the thing that’s really revolution-
ary about it is the speed. In a few sec-
onds, the programme determines the 
quality of the radio channel, where-
as some established programmes need 
half an hour or longer to model a net-
work characteristic from the flood of 
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data in the high-frequency waves. 
The trick is that MobQos only per-
forms brief measurements and then 
draws a conclusion on the quality of 
the radio transmission from the fre-
quency of certain characteristics of 
the received data packets. The pro-
gramme compares its conclusions with 
a database of known measurements, 
in order to come as close as possible 
to reality. That is possible because the 
error structures are similar and can be 
described in a compact manner in the 
research by what are known as hidden 
Markov models. In this way, the calcu-
lation is not only faster – it is also more 
cost-effective. This is because measur-
ing devices that actually measure a 
radio channel at the level of the phys-
ical signals can cost as much as a fam-
ily home. 

“Our research is therefore not only 
helping mobile phone users,” says Pro-
fessor Dippold, but also medium-sized 
companies, for example manufac- 
turers of measuring technology. With 
MobQoS, they can offer network oper-
ators a feature for classifying radio 
channels in a highly targeted manner. 
Ultimately, the mobile operators go to 
great lengths to monitor their network 
quality. MobQoS can run not only on 
mobile phones but also in the data cen-
tre of the mobile operator. There are 
also software developers that want to 
know how their apps will respond to 
the potholes in the information super-
highway. Using the University’s mod-
els, they can reproduce the influence of 
the radio channel on data transmission 
using simple means.

Professors Dippold, Michael and Paul 

(from left) research the display quality in 

the mobile communication sector

“There’s still a bit to do though,” says 
Dippold. “Our programme has been 
developed for UMTS for example and 
we now want to adapt it to other tech-
nologies.” With LTE the next generation 
of mobile communications networks 
will soon be here. MobQoS also has to 
be equipped for this. Kolja Kröger | 2012
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They shape the face of Central Eu-
rope; they stretch for more than 1,200 
kilometres, from the Mediterranean 
to deepest Slovenia. Rugged moun-
tains, deep-blue lakes, and permanent-
ly white glaciers make the Alps one of 
the most diverse natural environments 
on earth.

The cultural landscapes of the Alps are 
every bit as varied as the natural ones. 
It is these cultural landscapes that in-
terest Professor Dr Thomas Bausch and 
his team from the Department of Tour-
ism at Munich University of Applied 
Sciences. They want to know how peo-
ple in the Alpine regions live today and 
how they will do in the future. Bausch 
and his scientists are part of the trans-
national research project “Demo-
change” of the European Commission’s 
Alpine Space Programme. Demochange 
brings together 13 project partners 
from Germany, Austria, Italy, Slovenia, 
and Switzerland. The consortium is co-
ordinated by the team from Munich 
University of Applied Sciences, which 
has taken on the role of consortium 
leader. On the basis of ten model re-
gions, the researchers want to analyse 
the demographic change, that is the 
change in the composition of the pop-
ulation, for future decades and subse-
quently look into the effect on the de-
velopment of the region.

“An extremely wide range of data is  
included in our analyses of a region,” 
explains Bausch. “We observed the em-
ployment market and consumer be-
haviour, but also the demand for pub-
lic services, such as, for example, in  
the field of health care,” he continues. 

In the transnational  

“Demochange” project, Professor 

Thomas Bausch and his team 

are analysing the effects 

of changes in population

 structures in the Alps.

Dynamics in the mountains
 

Prof. Dr Thomas Bausch

Department of Tourism

The researchers want to know what the 
school system in the region is like, how 
the care of older people is organised, 
and what infrastructure projects are 
planned. 

“Our model regions could not be more 
different,” says Bausch. “For exam-
ple, the employment market in Aus-
tria is already completely different to 
the market in Alpine regions of Ger-
many, even though the two countries 
are closely connected.” It is exactly this 
cultural variation that is of particular 
importance to the project, in order to 
subsequently be able to establish re-
liable predictions for similarly struc-
tured regions in the Alps. This is be-
cause the project team’s goal is to sub-
sequently also develop comprehensive 
strategies for the entire Alpine area 
from the results for the individual  
regions.

The Munich-based scientists have se-
lected two regions in Germany for De-
mochange. “We took a closer look at 
the district of Garmisch-Partenkirchen 
and the Allgäu region,” says the geogra-
pher Alexander Veser, staff member in 
Thomas Bausch’s team. Veser and his 
colleague Susanne Forster are based in 
the newly renovated top floor of the 
department at Schachenmeierstraße 
35. The dark roof beams alternate styl-
ishly with whitewashed sloping roof. 
An unmissable panoramic picture of 
the Alps hangs on one of the walls. Gar-
misch-Partenkirchen and the Allgäu 
are easy to spot at the bottom edge.

The first results of the analysis from 
the two areas are already available: 

Logo of the “Demochange” 

project as part of the 

EU Alpine Space Programme
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Naturally, tourism is also especially im-
portant for both model regions, as the 
landscape of both regions is without 
doubt amongst the most beautiful in 
Germany. The scientists also gathered 
data specifically on this subject. This 
data provides information on the fu-
ture travel habits of German people, as 
well as the wishes of tourists with re-
gard to hotels or recreational opportu-
nities on location. The data is not just 
intended to benefit the two model re-
gions, however. “Our aim is to facili-
tate tourism even in the smaller loca-
tions in the Alps and thus make these 
places fit for the future,” says Bausch. 
He warns against excessive euphoria, 
however, as it is difficult to stop de-
mographic change once it has started: 
“Such changes take a long time to come 
to an end and began decades ago. It 
thus takes a correspondingly long time 
to influence them.”

Nevertheless, such analyses are enor-
mously important for the Alpine re-
gions, in order to be able to create spa-
tial planning concepts for the future. 
For this reason, all participants want to 
continue the analysis of Alpine popula-
tion dynamics after 2012, the final year 
of Demochange. “We now also have an 
up-to-date pool of market research da-
ta and as yet unevaluated data about 
the travel habits of Germans,” explains 
Bausch. “There will also be a wide field 
of activity here for the next generation 
in the form of bachelor’s and master’s 
dissertations,” emphasises the tourism 
expert. One example could be a wide-
ranging SWOT analysis, investigating 
the strengths and weaknesses of Alpine 
regions. Thorsten Naeser | 2012
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Prof. Bausch (l.) and his colleagues Susanne 

Forster and Alexander Veser

“The demographics of the two regions 
differ significantly,” explains Veser. 
“While more and more older people 
are moving to Garmisch-Partenkirch-
en and younger people are leaving, in-
creasing numbers of younger peo-
ple are moving to the Allgäu, e.g. the 
Lindau district.”

For Garmisch, this is resulting in a clear 
problem. The influx of older people, 
most of whom possess enormous buy-
ing power, has led in particular to an 
increase in real estate prices, but al-
so in the cost of living. “The district is 
therefore becoming increasingly un-
attractive for young people, who may, 
for example, be in education,” explains 
Forster. “They simply can’t afford it.” 
The urgently required new generation, 
for example in the hotel industry or 
care for the elderly, is thus failing to 
materialise.

The situation in Lindau, Oberallgäu, 
and Ostallgäu is very different. There 
the researchers likewise observed a 
population increase; in this case, how-
ever, due to young families with chil-
dren. The investigations by the Mu-
nich-based demographics experts have 
already found their way into politics. 
For example, in Garmisch-Partenkirch-
en people are sensitised to the problem 
of the ageing of the population and are 
thinking about ways of how to make 
the region attractive again for young 
people who may still be in education. 
“One option, for example, would be to 
introduce an ‘education card’, which 
makes certain things, like ski passes or 
consumer items, cheaper for appren-
tices,” suggests Professor Bausch.
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The quantity of information available 
to us today electronically is constantly 
increasing. Mobile end devices enable 
continuous connection to the internet 
and determination of the user’s loca-
tion. Thanks to radio technologies such 
as RFID, it is possible to track individ-
ual products from the manufacturer 
all the way to the consumer. Financial 
transactions are executed electronical-
ly, internet trading is flourishing, and 
customers are contacted via social me-
dia in a direct and personalised man-
ner. But what information is actually 
relevant? And how is it possible to re-
act as quickly as possible, ideally be-
fore the competition, to new events? 
Keeping an overview of such things 
is one of the future challenges facing 
companies.

One technology that deals with this 
challenge is Complex Event Process-
ing (CEP). The basis of CEP systems is 
digital information (events), which de-
scribes changes in the source systems 
– e.g. the scanning of an RFID chip 
in an incoming goods system. These 
events can flow into the CEP system 
via various channels and are analysed, 
filtered, evaluated, and processed fur-
ther using rules. In this way, CEP makes 
it possible, amongst other things, to 
search the individual data streams for 
conspicuous patterns – in real time.

Due to its wide range of possible uses, 
this technology is of increasing impor-
tance to an extremely wide range of 
corporate fields. In the banking sector, 
for example, payment 

With Complex Event Processing (CEP) 

technology, companies can evaluate 

and further process large, rapidly 

changing volumes of data in real time. 

In the laboratory of Professor Peter 

Mandl, a test system for CEP systems 

is being developed that is intended 

to efficiently and effectively support 

quality assurance.

Mastering the flood of information, 
but doing it right

Prof. Dr Peter Mandl, Johannes Weiß 

Department of Computer Science and Mathematics

transactions using credit cards can be 
analysed. If money is withdrawn from 
an ATM in Munich and in Rome using 
the same card within a short period of  
time, it is highly likely to be an attemp-
ted fraud. If such a pattern is detected 
in the incoming data, a new event “Sus-
pected fraud” is created. This event can 
trigger a warning via SMS to the owner 
of the credit card and can be made 
available to experts for further analy-
sis. In addition to this, the event can 
also be further evaluated by the system 
itself. For example, in the event of mul-
tiple attempted frauds in a particular 
location, a “suspicious incident report” 
can be sent directly to the local police.

Manufacturers of CEP products offer 
extensive description languages for the 
development of rules and simulation 
environments for the implementation 
of the business logic. In most cases, 
the importing and changing of rules 
is even possible during runtime. The 
manufacturers thereby promise a 
more convenient development of flex-
ible real-time systems. This promise 
can, however, only be kept if the qual-
ity of the system can be ensured in an 
integrated and automated manner.

It is this point that the research project 
by Prof. Dr Peter Mandl at the Depart-
ment of Computer Science at Munich 
University of Applied Sciences is con-
cerned with. Together with the project 
partner UniCredit Business Integrated 
Solutions, the data communications 
expert has been researching for three 
years, as part of the project “QCEP” 
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(Quality assurance of CEP applica-
tions), into how user-oriented tests for 
CEP applications can be realised. The 
subject matter of the research work is 
embedded in the work of the Informa-
tion Systems and Management Compe-
tence Center of Munich University of 
Applied Sciences.

Events and decisions are often mutu-
ally influential – for example in the 
sequence of purchasing decisions in 
the stock market. A causally depend-
ent event loop may be formed, leading 
to unexpected events. It is therefore 
essential that every change to the sys-
tem’s rules is thoroughly tested and 
simulated in different scenarios. “The 
comprehensive, automated testing of 
business-critical software is a must. 
Specialist users play an important 
role here, as they can define realistic 
simulations. Agile process methods 
have already long been using auto-
mated tests both for verification and 
for validation of software. We must 
also enable this in the development of 
CEP systems,” explains Johannes Weiß, 
research associate and technical coor-
dinator of the project.

The industrial cooperation is enabling 
Johannes Weiß to undertake a doctoral 
qualification in this research field. One 
focus of his work is on the develop-
ment of a specific test system for CEP 
applications. For this, users work on an 
interface that enables the creation, ex-
ecution, and evaluation of tests. The 
critical task here is the management of 
test data as well as importing this data

at the right time and checking the rele-
vant results. The connection to the ac-
tual CEP systems (engines) takes place 
via special connectors. Here there are 
still no standards for the different CEP 
products, for which reason new soft-
ware modules must additionally be de-
veloped.

The tests should be defined in a lan-
guage that is easy to learn. It must be 
possible to use this language to initiate 
any functionality of a CEP application. 
It should also be intuitively and clearly 
designed. Both developers and special-
ist users should be able to write, under-
stand, and evaluate tests. “We consid-
er this to be the most important added 
value of this system. Communication 
between IT and business takes place 
by means of executable tests that both 
parties understand and can add to. In 
most IT projects there is a high poten-
tial for error,” says Prof. Mandl.

With the ongoing research project, the 
subject area of Complex Event Process-
ing is intended to become a fixed part 
of the department’s teaching and re-
search portfolio. To this end, Mandl 
and his team want to gain further part-
ners. In future, the aim is to make the 
test system publicly available as open 
source software. This will give research 
institutions and companies the oppor-
tunity to use tests in the development 
of CEP systems regardless of who the 
manufacturer is. In a migration, only 
the new target system is configured – 
the tests remain the same. 
Peter Mandl and Johannes Weiß | 2012
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Education European-style

Prof. Dr Claudia Ueffing

Department of Applied Social Sciences

the recognition of higher education 
qualifications in Europe. In a similar 
way to the Bologna Process, the aim of 
IMPAECT is to develop learning units 
and a points system, however not only 
on one but three levels: on an academ-
ic level for children’s educators with an 
academic degree, as well as in vocation-
al education for teachers and for child-
care workers. On the other hand, the 
project is also comparing internation-
al approaches to intercultural educa-
tion and is working to develop a com-
mon understanding. The partners have 
devised a learning unit for intercultur-
al education and are trialling it with 
students and pupils studying abroad. 
The aim is the recognition of learning 
achievements earned abroad both in 
vocational and university education – 
thus leading to greater mobility in this 
occupational field.

The task is highly complex: this is be-
cause the partners differ greatly, rang-
ing from a Catholic nursery school in 
Holzkirchen through to Munich Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences, each with 
their own motivation. Some think prac-
tically and want to define action-ori-
ented standards. Others take a more 
scientific approach and formulate the-
oretical strategies. In addition to this, 
it is also necessary to take the particu-
lar features of the national systems in-
to account. As well as cultural factors, 
even climatic differences can have an 
effect. Finnish day care centres need 
airing cupboards and space for lots of 
little wellies, whilst in Cyprus the eve-
ryday concerns are quite different. And 
communication skills are needed

Over 40 contacts from 15 nurseries, 

specialist academies, and univer-

sities in five countries: Prof. Dr 

Claudia Ueffing and her team need 

a great deal of intercultural skills to 

develop new educational and lear-

ning units in European Children’s 

Education.

“Children have always played an im-
portant role in my career and also led 
me to my current research task,” says 
Prof. Dr Claudia Ueffing. Ueffing is a 
highly trained educationalist, includ-
ing a PhD, and also studied German 
and English. Throughout her many 
years of professional experience, she 
has noted time and again how impor-
tant a sound intercultural education 
is for children’s educators, in order to 
provide the best possible support to 
groups including children from differ-
ent cultural backgrounds as early as at 
nursery age. The Europe-wide use of 
well qualified educators is also playing 
an ever greater role.

Prof. Ueffing in discussion with students

Project coordinator Prof. Claudia Ueffing 

(centre) with her colleagues Lucas Neher 

and Elisabeth Mannek-Reichelt

A total of 15 partners from Germa-
ny, Finland, Sweden, Turkey, and the 
Netherlands are now benefiting from 
Ueffing’s professional networks. Coor-
dinated by Munich University of Ap-
plied Sciences as part of the EU pro-
ject IMPAECT (Intercultural education 
by Means of PArtners working with 
ECvet Transfer), the consortium car-
ried out research from 2010 to 2012 
with the aim of improving the quality 
of children’s day care, making educa-
tional qualifications comparable, and 
increasing intercultural skills and mo-
bility amongst educators and those 
receiving education.

The project pursues a problem-orient-
ed research and development approach 
and is based on two pillars. On the one 
hand it is rooted in ECVET (European 
Credit System for Vocational Educa-
tion and Training). The European credit 
point system is intended to facilitate
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The project, which ran for a total of 
two years, had two phases: In 2011, in-
ternational comparative research was 
carried out into the education sector 
and approaches to intercultural educa-
tion. From this a learning unit was cre-
ated and further modules for educatio-
nal practice were developed, in order 
to establish theory-practice transfer 
as well as a reference to teaching. The 
process often gave rise to some lively 
discussions, reports Ueffing. The part-
ners met regularly at national and in-
ternational conferences. In the mean-
time, all involved were able to access 
the results, records, and documents 
for the project on Munich University 
of Applied Sciences’ Moodle platform. 
Here they could also communicate by 
chat, but video conferences and tele-
phone were generally preferred – di-
rect conversation is important, says 
the project coordinator. To do this, the 
international meetings generally used 
English as a common language. To en-
sure that everyone understood one an-
other, a binding glossary was drawn 
up in advance, with theoretical defini-
tions of fundamental terms.

In the second project phase, teach-
ers and trainers were firstly trained in 
Gothenburg and Nicosia as part of a 
second, connected EU project, ECVET in 
ECE (Early Childhood Education). This 
project was also coordinated by Prof. 
Ueffing. This was followed by the real 
exchange of trainees and students in a 
trial phase. The courses attended were 
then validated and recognized in their 
home countries. Exams were organ-
ised by the host, not the sending insti-
tutions. The aim was a nationwide and 
Europe-wide anchoring of new, com-
parable standards at the three levels of 
education. In vocational training pro-
grammes in particular there is a great 
need for this. But the development of 
principles for content and a binding 
structure is also important for foreign 
work placements in university educa-
tion, which in some cases, due to the 
brevity of the stay, do not fit into the 
Erasmus format.

IMPAECT and ECVET in ECE were spon-
sored by the EU programme “Life-
long Learning – Leonardo da Vinci”. 
The researcher emphasises the impor-
tance of this European education pro-
gramme: “If it were to stop, then the 
education sector would lack an essen-
tial component.” The projects have 
many positive side effects: In further 
EU projects involving the partners, 
there is, for example, financial support 
for exchange programmes for aspiring 
European professionals – a great help 
especially for trainees and students 
from economically disadvantaged fam-
ilies. Participating nurseries and their 
supporting organisations also
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enjoy a learning benefit as they are 
able to see the bigger picture beyond 
their own institutions. They are thus 
able, by comparing education, ways of 
dealing with the subject of migration, 
and the perception of other cultures, to 
better assess what they can optimise or 
retain in their own institutions. Claudia 

M. Ueffing and Renate Winkler-Schlang | 2012

everywhere: Finns react with irritation 
if a clear no is given to a suggestion.  
Instead of “no”, they prefer “yes, but”, 
says the project coordinator with a 
laugh. Here she learned something new. 
The countries also have different rela-
tionships with administration, mean-
ing that Ueffing and her staff members  
Lucas Neher and Elisabeth Manneck- 
Reichelt sometimes have to teach the 
international partners about the finer  
details of European project rules.
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A tiny little box packed full of state-
of-the-art micromechanics and micro-
electronics is being used to measure 
altitude. Installed in mobile telephones 
or navigation devices, it could soon be 
able to let users know the exact alti-
tude at which they are located. That 
is the aim of a team led by Prof. Dr 
Gregor Feiertag from the Department 
of Electrical Engineering and Informa-
tion Technology at Munich University 
of Applied Sciences. In the project 
“MEMSBaro”, Feiertag and his two 
research associates Andreas Dickow 
and Tobias Waber are working strenu-
ously in cooperation with EPCOS AG 
(Munich) to remove the final obstacles  
enabling the everyday use of the little 
black box.

The dimensions of barometric pres-
sure sensors are currently too large for 
mobile consumer products and, due to 
the calibration methods used, the man-
ufacturing costs are too high. The cur-
rent manufacturing method sets clear 
limits on the further miniaturisation 
of the housing. The smallest pressure 
sensors with digital interface measure 
approximately 5 x 5 mm. The project is 
therefore aiming to achieve two impor-
tant innovations: significantly small 
component sizes and highly precise 
and inexpensive calibration.

“With the financial support of the 
funding programme ‘Mikrosystem-
technik Bayern’, we have developed a 
barometric pressure sensor that is only

A particularly small sensor 

could soon be used in mobile 

phones or navigation systems 

to measure altitude.

Sensitivity to air
 

Prof. Dr Gregor Feiertag

Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology

around half the size of previous sen-
sors with a digital interface,” explains 
Feiertag.

In actual fact, the dimensions are very 
tiny. The little ceramic box measures 
just 2 x 3 x 1 mm. Work has been ongo-
ing on the idea of miniaturisation for 
some time; together with EPCOS, tech-
nical development was already at an 
advanced stage. Prof. Feiertag and his 
team are now applying the finishing 
touches to the sensor – they are testing 
every aspect of the device before it can 
be used in a wide range of consumer 
products.

The new sensor measures the surround-
ing air pressure and thus works like a 
barometer. The lower the air pressure, 
the greater the altitude value displayed. 
If the air pressure increases or decreases 
due to weather conditions, the device 
likewise indicates a higher or lower 
value. The air pressure sensor thus also 
becomes a mini weather station.

The engineering behind this is barely 
discernible to the naked eye. The air 
flows in via the underside of the box. 
It then meets a membrane that bends 
upwards or downwards depending on 
the air pressure. Silicon resistors are 
located on the side edges of the mem-
brane. These respond to changes in the 
mechanical stress of the membrane  
by changing their resistance. If there is  
current flowing through the sensor,  
the stress changes. This value is read

The EPCOS pressure sensor is being 

further developed in the project

Thermal image of a “panel”: 

a composite of thousands 

of pressure sensors
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The aim of Tobias Waber’s work is to 
further improve the accuracy of the 
mini-sensor. To this end, his doctoral 
project is investigating which physical 
effects cause small deformations of 
the sensor and thus lead to measur-
ing errors. The intention is then to use 
these findings so that, in a few years’ 
time, pressure measurement will be 
even more accurate.

Andreas Dickow, on the other hand, no 
longer has much to do with the inside 
of the chip. In cooperation with ATT-
Systems, another partner cooperating 
in the project, he is firstly building 
machines with which the sensitivities 
of the pressure sensor can be inves-
tigated. “We are currently developing 
thermostats to test microcomponents 
for temperature sensitivity,” explains 
Dickow, who is also writing his doctoral 
thesis. He wants above all to further 
shorten cycle times for the calibration 
of the new pressure sensor. “The test 
processes for such pressure sensors 
are currently being further developed,” 
says Dickow. Ultimately, the engineers 
thereby want to improve the quality of 
the microsystems.

The researchers are confident that they 
will soon have prepared their pressure 
sensor to cope with any hardship in the 
“tough” everyday use of mobile phones 
or navigation devices. Then the little 
box will be able to reach great heights 
of its own. Thorsten Naeser | 2013
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Prof. Dr Gregor Feiertag and his 

staff members Tobias Waber (left) 

and Andreas Dickow (right)

by a special microelectronic circuit and 
converted to an altitude value.

In a meeting room at EPCOS near 
Munich East Train Station, the 
researchers have connected their pres-
sure sensor to a circuit board, which 
in turn is connected to a computer. 
Altitude values are displayed on the 
screen. Feiertag takes the chip in his 
hand and moves it vertically upwards. 
The display on the screen responds 
immediately. It indicates that the 
highly sensitive sensor is now located 
a few centimetres higher than before. 
“That is the resolution that we are 
aiming for,” explains Feiertag. “With a 
precision of up to 20 cm the sensor is 
eventually intended for daily use.”

Amongst manufacturers of consumer 
products, an even smaller sensor is 
much sought-after; the demand from 
industry is high. “With the pressure 
sensor we are offering an additional 
service for mobile phones that has 
little effect on the sales price, but is 
likely to be of great interest especially 
for outdoor enthusiasts,” explains the 
scientist.

In order to achieve a low manufactur-
ing price, in particular the calibration 
needs to be optimised for continuous 
daily use. This is because this work step 
contributes to making the microcom-
ponents more expensive. The testing 
process often accounts for up to one 
third of manufacturing costs.
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The siqens team started its research at 
the University in the spring of 2010. 
The group is led by project coordina-
tor Volker Harbusch, himself once a 
student of technical environmental 
protection at Munich University 
of Applied Sciences. Housed in the 
Department of Applied Sciences and 
Mechatronics, Prof. Dr Klaus Peter 
Zeyer is accompanying the team in  
the role of mentor.

The basis of the newly developed fuel 
cell system is the liquid and thus easily 
storable alcohol methanol. The fuel cell 
normally favoured for mobile applica-
tions, by contrast, uses pure hydrogen 
as energy source. If hydrocarbon-rich 
gases, e.g. methanol, are used as fuel, 
however, an upstream reformer can be 
used to produce hydrogen for opera- 
tion of the fuel cell. But why should

In the fuel cell laboratory at Munich 

University of Applied Sciences, the 

siqens start-up team led by Prof. Dr 

Klaus Peter Zeyer is developing a new 

fuel cell system that aims to combine 

the advantages of the powerful 

hydrogen fuel cell with those of the 

methanol fuel cell.

  

On the move with methanol

Prof. Dr Klaus Peter Zeyer, start-up Team siqens

Department of Applied Sciences and Mechatronics

methanol be used as fuel? Would there 
not be the same problems as siqens is 
researching with hydrogen? “Hydrogen 
is generally inefficient due to the pro-
duction and transport costs,” explains 
Harbusch. “Even just compression to 
700 bar, as suggested by the automo-
tive industry, is extremely energy-con-
suming. This problem does not exist 
with methanol. From the same volume 
of methanol, three times the quantity 
of hydrogen can be produced. A con-
ventional, lightweight polypropylene 
tank is sufficient to store the liquid 
alcohol, whereas the hydrogen tank 
has to withstand a 7,000 metre water 
column.”

In the new system known as “inter-
nal reforming”, a reformer catalyst is 
positioned not in a separate reformer, 
but rather in the fuel cell. Using the 
waste heat from the electrode reaction, 
this methanol steam reforming can 
be heated so as to produce hydrogen 
from methanol without any loss. This 
hydrogen is converted into electricity 
in a fuel cell based on phosphoric acid. 
For this arrangement, siqens chose the 
name High Temperature Methanol 
Fuel Cell (HT-MFC).

Prior to this system type, two other 
development approaches were pursued 
based on the technology of the direct 
methanol fuel cell, as is now used in 
camping. Here, however, the desired 
performance increase was not suffi-
cient. In order to achieve a significant 
performance increase, there was no

Logo of start-up

Felix Hennersperger during testing

Generators or rechargeable batteries 
often offer inadequate solutions for 
providing electrical energy to consum-
ers for leisure purposes independent of 
the mains. They are too loud, too heavy, 
or too expensive. More environmen-
tally friendly and cost-effective alterna-
tives to the internal combustion engine 
are thus more necessary than ever in 
the area of individual mobility.
In light of these challenges, the start-up 
company siqens (silent quality energy 
systems), which is being supported by 
the Strascheg Center for Entrepreneur-
ship and financed via the programme 
EXIST Transfer of Research, is develop-
ing a new methanol fuel cell system.
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other option than the conversion of 
methanol to hydrogen. “Research into 
a fuel cell with internal reforming was 
therefore intensified. We succeeded 
surprisingly quickly in protecting the 
reformer catalyst against phosphoric 
acid, which was the greatest chal-
lenge,” reports Harbusch. In light of the 
progress, the team ventured to pursue 
the new approach further and imple-
mented this technology in a prototype 
with 240 watts of electrical power. Sim-
ulations are currently being performed 
to develop a system that can provide 
more than 1 kW of power.

The future task of siqens, which 
recently attained the status of a lim-
ited liability corporation (GmbH), will 
be to produce the system more cost-
effectively, in order to be able to appeal 
to broader markets in the areas of lei-
sure and mobility. Even if the path was 
not always smooth, Volker Harbusch 
always had faith that his ideas would 
be successful: “We received a great deal 
of encouragement and advice from our 
mentor Professor Zeyer, our depart-
ment, and the research team at the uni-
versity. The trust of the supervisors of 
the EXIST programme also inspired us, 
especially when the development was 
not going so well; they allowed us the 
freedom to take new approaches.”

A further research project with the uni-
versity is working on the crucial prob-
lem of the phosphoric acid fuel cell: 
The movable phosphoric acid wets the 
platinum catalyst and thereby inhibits

Project management

Projektträger Jülich (PtJ)

Funding programme

Exist Transfer of Research  

Sponsored by

Federal Ministry of Economics  

and Technology

Further information:

www.siqens.de

its reactivity. By minimising losses at 
the cathode, the performance of the 
overall fuel cell can be increased, its 
size reduced and, ultimately, costs can 
be lowered. Theses by students at the 
university have brought highly prom-
ising progress. One bachelor’s thesis, 
for example, investigated the effect 
of additives applied to the electrodes 
with different methods, such as knife 
coating, spraying, and screen printing. 
“In this way, we were able to achieve 
an increase in cathode kinetics, which 
is reflected in a performance increase 
compared to a reference cathode with-
out additives,” explains Felix Henners-
perger, research associate at the uni-
versity.

The approach underlying the EXIST 
research funding has good chances 
of success. Now that they have estab-
lished their status as a private corpora-
tion, the siqens team are now attempt-
ing to fly the nest. It is almost time to 
move out from the lecture theatre in 
which project coordinator Harbusch 
once listened to chemistry lectures and 
now houses the research laboratory. 
The project coordinator is looking to 
the future: “It would be highly desir-
able for parts of our fuel cell research 
to remain at the university in future. 
We would be happy to support this 
research with our expertise and mate-
rial resources. If we were to achieve the 
power densities of a hydrogen fuel cell, 
this would represent a breakthrough in 
the application of reformer fuel cells.” 
Michalea Sterr | 2013

siqens start-up team: Felix Hennersperger, 

Volker Harbusch, Matthias Wössner, and  

trainee Valerian Katan (left to right)

A bipolar plate is used to distribute gases  

in the fuel cell
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A healthy climate is contagious

Prof. Dr Cordula Kropp

Department of Applied Social Sciences

climate change, and which conditions 
can promote climate protection and 
adaptation. The aims of the project are, 
for example, to develop opportunities 
for action at community level and to 
create a policy paper for public and  
private decision-makers.

In concrete terms, that means the re-
searchers are meeting mayors, board 
members of associations, as well as 
citizens. They take part in meetings of 
associations or hold informal discus-
sions with locals in cafés, bakeries, or  
in the street. First impressions: the  
communities are battling demographic 
change. Farmers and craft businesses 
are additionally feeling the effects of 
structural change and want young peo-
ple to stay. Here, climate change also 
has a massive influence on people’s 
futures – if there is a threat, for exam-
ple, of floods or erosion, the tourists  
will stay away. And with them the 
economic prospects for following  
generations.

But those affected do not necessar-
ily make the connection to climate 
change. The social scientists explain 
this in their interim findings: “The sub-
ject of climate change has to be con-
textualised and must fit the respective 
situation on location.”Kropp knows 
from discussions with north German 
colleagues that the threatening rise in 
sea levels and thus protection of the 
dikes is a major issue there. In Achen-
tal people are discussing how a secure 
economic future can be ensured for  
the local area whilst at the same time 
protecting nature.
 

What are the cultural consequences 

of climate change in the region? 

Why are some communities sinking 

into lethargy, whilst others take 

action? Professor Cordula Kropp 

at the Department of Applied 

Social Sciences is looking into such 

questions.

He must have been in South Tyrol 
at some point, Johann Wolfgang von 
Goethe. “Flowers are the beautiful 
words and hieroglyphs of nature, with 
which you show how much you love 
us,” the poet once sighed – it is very 
possible that he was in the Lüsen val-
ley. The community in the province  
of Bolzano today attracts tourists with 
its spruce forests and flower meadows. 
It also attracts Irene Brickmann and 
Jana Türk. However, the two social 
scientists from Munich University 
of Applied Sciences have travelled to 
Lüsen not to rhapsodise, but to work. 
Their topic: social transformation 
processes for climate protection and 
climate adaptation.

“Climate change frequently appears 
as a global problem,” explains Cordula 
Kropp. The Professor is coordinating 
the “Klima Regional” project, a joint 
research undertaking with Ludwig 
Maximilian University Munich and 
the University of Augsburg. “But the 
UN global negotiations have failed and 
emissions trading is not working,” says 
Kropp. “We are interested in climate 
change as a social and cultural prob-
lem at a regional level.” On behalf of 
the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research, the researchers have, since 
September 2010, been developing a 
sociological perspective on this issue.

It is for this reason that Brickmann  
and Türk are travelling to the South 
Tyrolean community of Lüsen, as well 
as Achental in Bavaria. On location 
they investigate what is concerning  
the communities, how they perceive

Logo of joint research project
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The doctoral candidates Irene Brick-
mann and Jana Türk are preaching 
to the converted with their research. 
“People feel appreciated by our work,” 
they report. This quickly becomes evi-
dent. As soon as they start recording 
conversations, their subjects switch 
out of their regional dialects into 
High German and willingly talk about 
“their” community. Brickmann and 
Türk consider both communities, in 
Bavaria and South Tyrol, to be open-
minded and fundamentally ready to 
act with regard to climate protection. 
Why is that so? What do these people 
do differently to those who have fallen 
into lethargy in the face of the unmis-
takeable problems?

As the researchers’ first analysis shows, 
the basic requirement can be described 
with one word: communication. The 
people in Achental and the Lüsen val-
ley have, for example, well-established 
association structures and networks 
and make use of these. “If you want to 
do something there, you don’t have to 
start from scratch,” explain Brickmann 
and Türk. There are opinion-leaders 
and people to spread the word. Over 
time, a shared perspective is developed 
of how people want the community to 
evolve. Even amongst younger people, 
there are many who would like to stay, 
if they could see the right opportuni-
ties there.

These opportunities can be found in 
a quite radical way of thinking: turn-
ing away from belief in unconditional 
growth. The inhabitants of Achental 
and the Lüsen valley are in agreement

that quality (of life) is more impor-
tant than quantity. For example, on 
the website www.oekomodell.de/
Tourismus, the Bavarians are promot-
ing “responsible planned tourism”, 
which is intended to support protec-
tion of nature and secure the future 
of the Achental region. In Lüsen a 
nature trail invites visitors to discover 
the beauty of nature. 

As the doctoral candidates are observ-
ing, Achental and the Lüsen valley 
are also setting the tone in their 
extended environments. Neighbour-
ing communities are becoming 
increasingly interested in activities 
surrounding nature and climate pro-
tection. “It is contagious,” says Jana 
Türk with a laugh. In order to find out 
whether and how the shared vision 
has its effect in the communities 
through the generations, the social 
scientists are planning “future work-
shops” in primary schools from the 
start of 2013.

“Klima von unten” (Climate from 
Below) is the title of a conference at 
the end of January 2013 at Munich 
University of Applied Sciences (www.
klima-regional.de). Here the research-
ers and their project partners will 
present their work and hold discus-
sions with other experts on social 
scientific research into the effects of 
climate change. Goethe, who, as well 
as being a poet, was also concerned 
with agriculture, mining, and forestry 
in his role as official advisor to Duke 
Karl August, would certainly have 
wanted to attend. Christiane Pütter | 2013

A village in the Achental area

being researched 

Prof. Cordula Kropp and her colleagues Jana 

Türck (left) and Irene Brickmann (right)
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The life of a pupil is not easy. At 8 
o’clock in the morning, your body clock 
thinks it’s still the middle of the night. 
At midday, your attention is at its low-
est point, instead of sitting still your 
body wants to sleep, and your person-
al “most-hated subject” mutates in-
to a wild learning jungle. In addition 
to this, many schools have classrooms 
that are lit with bright neon light and 
are poorly ventilated, loud, unpleasant-
ly cold, or boiling hot.

In the project “Energy-efficient Schools”, 
state-of-the-art building services en-
gineering and automation technolo-
gy are being integrated into the refur-
bishment of selected schools, with the 
aim of significantly improving the en-
ergy balance and comfort of the build-
ings. The seven schools currently in-
volved, which are scattered across Ger-
many, had to set themselves ambitious 
targets in order to be accepted into 
the project, which is being sponsored 
by the Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Technology. The schools are striv-
ing to achieve the status of either “3-li-
tre house” school or even “energy-plus” 
house.

The construction projects are being ac-
companied by a research team. The In-
stitute for Resource Efficiency and En-
ergy Strategies (IREES) is using social 
scientific methods to investigate how 
the technical innovations are being 
received by pupils and teachers. The 
Fraunhofer Institute for Building Phys-
ics is concerned with the building en-
velope and organises conferences for 
specialist interaction. And at Munich 
University of Applied Sciences, the  

The project “Energy-efficient Schools” is 

using state-of-the-art building services 

engineering in school refurbishment, in 

order to improve energy balance and 

comfort. Doctoral candidate at Munich 

University of Applied Sciences, Manuel 

Winkler, is investigating how well the 

new technology is working.

Designing schools for well-being

Prof. Dr Werner Jensch, Manuel Winkler

Department of Building Services Engineering, 

Paper and Packaging Technology and 

Print and Media Technology

doctoral candidate Manuel Winkler, un-
der the supervision of Prof. Dr Werner 
Jensch, is investigating the efficiency of 
the building services engineering used.

One particular feature of the refurbish-
ment project is that the many different 
parties involved – school management, 
architects, engineers, property manage-
ment providers, and users – are work-
ing together from the very beginning, 
instead of carrying out individual plan-
ning steps separately. This approach 
is new and complex, as working with 
schools requires many different needs, 
expectations, and requirements to be 
reconciled. “In the past, there would 
be a master-builder who had an over-
view of the entire construction project 
and possessed expertise in each indi-
vidual area, and was thus a contact for 
all issues,” explains Winkler. “But today, 
construction technology and build-
ing services engineering have become 
so complex that no single person can 
combine so much detailed knowledge 
any more. The communication between 
the individual parties often falls by the 
wayside or fails due to technical differ-
ences. Yet it is central to the success of 
the project and for preventing frustra-
tion and bad investments.”

A good example is the issue of room 
acoustics. Concrete is very well suit-
ed to temperature regulation, as it can 
store heat. But porous absorber surfaces 
would be better for the acoustics. How 
and where the respective construction 
materials should be used is therefore 
the subject of lengthy discussions and-
considerations. “In one school, the solu-
tion was to design the surfaces from 

One year’s CO2: Thousands of pieces of 

data form recurring patterns
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equal parts concrete and open-pore  
absorbers. In another, instead of this, 
the furniture was coated with sound-
absorbing materials,” says Winkler.

One of the greatest weaknesses is the 
CO2 concentration in the indoor air, 
which is much too high in almost all 
classrooms. The solution is sophisticat-
ed ventilation systems, which keep the 
air fresh and, at the same time, keep 
the room temperature at a pleasant 
level in winter, thanks to heat recovery. 
In summer, sun and heat cause prob-
lems. Blind systems or electrochromic 
glazings can help here – these are blue-
tinted and can be darkened or bright-
ened depending on sunshine levels, 
without affecting the view out of the 
window. The right lighting helps with 
the tiredness of the pupils: “Numerous 
studies have shown that white light 
with a blue fraction – like on a sunny 
day – regulates the melatonin and sero-
tonin balance. If this blue is integrated 
into the LED lighting, it makes the peo-
ple in the room more productive and 
alert,” explains the doctoral candidate.

Based on the practical application in 
school buildings, a prototype has been 
used to demonstrate how new, still ex-
pensive technologies are intended to 
work and to test whether broad appli-
cation would be worthwhile – because 
only in real usage can difficulties be 
identified. The comparison of different 
technologies is one of the main aims 
of the project. For example, a different 
ventilation system has been installed 
in each school. Without well coordi- 
nated, requirements-oriented mea-
surement and control technology,

maximum energy standards cannot be 
achieved. The technology does not help, 
however, when everyone rushes out of 
the room after the last lesson and for-
gets all about the heating and light 
switches. Schools play a central role 
in shaping lasting social values. A fur-
ther aim of the project is therefore the 
teaching of energy-conscious behav-
iour. User-friendly, transparent operat-
ing controls are therefore an essential 
part of the new technology.

Manuel Winkler’s investigation is ac-
companying the schools through the 
complete refurbishment process and, 
over a period of up to five years, is us- 
ing sensors to gather a breathtaking va-
riety of measured values to review the 
efficiency of the technologies used:  
approximately 130 to 150 sensors per 
school, which supply data at intervals 
of one to 15 minutes. These values are 
painstakingly catalogued and recon-
ciled with switch-on times and atten-
dance times. The optimisation and ad-
aptation of the building services engi-
neering takes around three years, but 
the benefit and output of the project 
are visible more quickly. “You can not 
only see results in the measurement  
data, but in school operation with chil-
dren, an increase in well-being can also 
be observed,” says Winkler happily.
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In a laboratory lecture hall at Munich Uni-

versity of Applied Sciences, Manuel Winkler 

tests biologically effective lighting
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feel better

The final outcome should be recom-
mendations for the refurbishment of 
schools, “a kind of planning guide,” ex-
plains Winkler. The measured values and 
social scientific findings will be saved in 
a database, so that they can also be ac-
cessed by future research projects – sus-
tainable all the way. Claudia Köpfer | 2013
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